"The beauty of Antiracism is that you don't have to pretend to be free of racism to be an anti-racist. Antiracism is the commitment to fight racism wherever you find it, including in yourself. And it's the only way forward."

Ijeoma Oluo
Race, Privilege, Bias

I want to try to understand...

Bias

Am I biased?

Antiracism

I want to do a deep dive

I worry about saying the wrong things

What's a good memoir to read

Whiteness + privilege

How we're affected by white supremacy

The Black experience

I want to be a better ally

How to understand whiteness

I want to talk about race

What should I keep up with?

Watch this

The Look

Code Switch

So you want to talk about race

I have some basic but hard questions

Uncomfortable Conversations With a Black Man

How to be an Antiracist

Ibram X. Kendi

White Fragility

What it's like to be white people talking about racism

Robin DiAngelo

I worry about saying the wrong things

How we're affected by white supremacy

So you want to talk about race

Ta-Nehisi Coates

Between the World and Me

What should I keep up with?
FAITH BASED ANTIRACISM

I WANT TO...

- Better understand the history of race in the American church
- Follow Christ’s heart for racial justice
- Diversify my theology
- Better understand black American theology
- Black biblical literacy

I WANT TO...

- Start my journey of racial healing
- End racial division
- I just need spiritual fuel
- Reading while black
- Piscating theology from white supremacy

COLOR COMPROMISE

BE THE BRIDGE

THE TRUTH OPTION

A PODCAST

MEDITATIONS

VIA INSTAGRAM

BREAD OF RESISTANCE

MINDFUL RACE
Policing + Mass Incarceration

I WANT TO LEARN ABOUT...

How these systems evolved from Slavery & Segregation

The problems of Policing and Mass Incarceration

How to imagine something different

Through the eyes of...

Book: The New Jim Crow

Documentary: 13th

A Conflicted Parent

Criminal Justice Reform

A Wrongfully Convicted Inmate

The Family of a Police Shooting Victim

Just Mercy by Bryan Stevenson

Just Mercy

The Sun Does Shine

When They See Us

Movie: The New Jim Crow

Doc: 13th

Memoir: Just Mercy

7/7/2020
School and Work

I want to learn more about racism and discrimination in...

- Education
- Workplaces and Organizations
- Mental Health

Why is education so unequal?

What is the psychological impact of racism at school?

The hostility of spaces made for whiteness

Organizational diversity/inclusivity/inclusion

For parents

Follow on Instagram

Books

Videos

Podcast

Teach Us All

The diversity gap

I'm still here: Black dignity in a world made for whiteness

Have nonprofit and philanthropy become the "white moderate" that Dr. King warned us about?
ENVIRONMENT + HOUSING

I want to learn more about racism and discrimination in...

THE ENVIRONMENT

How racism and environmental problems make each other worse

HOUSING

Where they overlap

How housing policies have harmed Black communities

Who to keep learning from

Why black communities are so segregated

Why change is difficult

How this evolved from slavery & Jim Crow

Video

Evicted

The Color of Law

Reconstruction in America

One Person, No Vote

Race & Redlining
BLACK Joy

BLACK MEN SMILE

BLACK VISUAL ARTISTS

BLACK TRAVELERS

CULTURE & COMMENTARY

BLACK LOVE

VISIONS OF BLACK EXCELLENCE IN POPULAR FICTION